CALL TO ORDER
PLEDGE/MOMENT OF SILENCE
ROLL CALL
ALLISON
GRANT
GRIMM
HILL
HIGGINS
HOY
KUNTZ
DURKIN

PUBLIC COMMENT

MINUTES – 12/14/2023 & 01/02/2024

REPORTS OF OFFICERS PLANNING COMMISSION
ORDINANCE ENFORCEMENT OFFICER

COMMUNICATIONS: AS ATTACHED

FINANCE:
BILLS/FINANCIAL STATEMENT – General $14,183.27; Sewer $4,150.72; HA $0.00

UNFINISHED BUSINESS
FIRE CO.

Executive Session
*Case #FB1001
*Case #FB1002
*Case #FB1003
*Case #FB1004

NEW BUSINESS
2024 SEWER PROJECT
2024 STREET PROJECT
LIEN BORNER – SEWER $191.11 plus costs
PARK UPDATE
COUNTY WORKSHOP JANUARY 17th – Charity would like to attend.

COMMITTEE REPORTS
ZONING/Grimm
SEWER/Grimm
STREETS/Hill
BUILDING/PROPERTY/Grant
PUBLIC SAFETY/Higgins
FIRE CO/Mahon
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT & IPMC/Hoy
RECREATION/Allison
PERSONNEL/Allison
FINANCE/Kuntz
JOINT BUILDING/Kuntz
GRANT RESEARCH & ADVISORY/Grimm
ANIMAL CONTROL/Allison
HI NEIGHBOR COMMITTEE
CCEP/Grant
ACT 32 TCC/***

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ADJOURNMENT
*DENOTES EXECUTIVE SESSION IF NECESSARY